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All Code Clubs must be registered. Registered clubs appear on the map at codeclub.org.uk - if your club is not on
the map then visit jumpto.cc/18CpLPy to find out what to do.

Introduction:

In this project children will learn how to make a game, in which the player has to match up

coloured dots with the corresponding part of the controller.

Resources

For this project, Scratch 2 should be used. Scratch 2 can either be used online at

jumpto.cc/scratch-on or can be downloaded from jumpto.cc/scratch-off and used offline.

Catch the Dots — Notes for Club Leaders
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You can find a completed version of this project online, or it can be downloaded by clicking

the ‘Download Project Materials’ link for this project, which contains:

There is also a version of this project with the external resources pre-loaded. This is available

online at jumpto.cc/dots-resources, or in the downloadable project materials, which contains:

This link also includes a ‘Project Resources’ folder, which contains images that children will

need to complete this project. Make sure that each child has access to a copy of these

resources.

Project resources:

Learning Objectives
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Challenges

These projects are for use in Code Clubs within the UK. For clubs outside the UK, please visit projects.codeclubworld.org. Our curriculum is
developed in the open on GitHub (github.com/CodeClub), and we encourage contributions from our community - come and join us!
© 2015 Code Club. This content is for non-commercial use only and we reserve the right at any time to withdraw permission for use. Use of
Code Club’s trade marks (including but not limited to its name and logo) requires prior written consent. Please read our terms and conditions
before volunteering or hosting a Code Club.

This project consolidates learning of previous programming skills learnt.

“Spinning left” - creating code to move the controller;

“More dots” - creating more coloured dots that need to match the correct part of the

controller’;

“Faster moving dots” - using a variable to increase the speed of the dots throughout the

game;

“Improve your game!” - adding new dots that manipulate the score , delay  and speed

variables;

“Game menu” - creating a menu, with various stage backgrounds and buttons for moving

between them.
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